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Chapter 1 : Printable Animal Masks Craft | Kids' Crafts | calendrierdelascience.com
Product Features Assorted animals Each mask comes with an elastic band and measures 7" - 10 1/2".

We love to read a book before we head out to see our animal friends. Or better yet, take a book with you on
your next zoo visit and read it WITH the animals! Seuss is a classic zoo book! And be sure to print this free If
I Ran the Zoo game to play after you read the story. For kids who want to get up close with wild animals, I
would recommend Life-Size Zoo: Wild Animals Touch and Feel book. Fun for ages 1 - 4 years. Fun for kids
ages 3 - 8 years. A favorite in our house when the kids were younger was the almost wordless picture book
Good Night, Gorilla by Peggy Rathman. Follow the zoo-keeper and gorilla through the zoo as they put the
animals to bed. Zoo - ology by Joelle Jolivet is one of those books that kids will read over and over. Adults
and older kids will enjoy all the fun animal facts shared in the appendix. Wonderful for kids ages 3 - 9 years.
Zoo by Gail Gibbons is an interesting non-fiction look at what happens during a day at the zoo. Readers will
get to see what happens from early morning until the zoo closes and the animals go to sleep. Recommended
for ages 3 - 8 years. Pinkalicious and the Pinkatastic Zoo Day is another Early Reader book which will entice
fans of the series to start reading on their own. See what happens when they visit the monkeys -- and then have
to return to the zoo the next day! We are big fans of Little Critter books -- the kids find them very funny. The
Capital Mysteries are a great series all around for kids starting early chapter books. In the Capital Mysteries 9:
Kids who love mysteries will really enjoy The Secret Zoo. There seems to be a LOT of zoo-based mystery
books: Yep, still one more! This early chapter book series is also a great one for kids. They help the
zookeepers, meet the animals and solve a mystery before heading back home. This is one of those movies that
has something for everyone in the family and it helps that the kids in the movie include a young daughter and
a teenage son who both add a lot of fun to daily life. Be sure to print off the Zoo Scavenger Hunt to take with
you too!
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Chapter 2 : Wild Animal Crafts
Description Wild animal masks: Lion, Hippopotamus, Elephant, Snake, Giraffe, Tiger, Monkey, Leopard, Crocodile and
Zebra. Try our 10 printable wild animal calendrierdelascience.com and fun to assemble, these beautiful masks all come
with simple to follow instructions.

I thought only one Hold up one finger But now I see two! Hold up two fingers Momma and her baby With his
head popping out Make a fist, have other hand pop out He holds on tight Hug yourself As they jump all about!
Preschool Education â€” Animals: Zoo Next up, I had the kids sit down for our flannelboard: Dear Zoo Based
on the book by Rod Campbell. Now this book is definitely for the younger crowd, and my older kids
dominated the younger kids. The only one that she got clearly was dog. Another reason why I like to mix
things up, and do some younger books is that I often have bilingual families attending. The reason I know
this? I had some kids guessing Spanish animal names instead of English. The book ends with an elephant as
the last animal to guess, so that was another great intro to our next action rhyme. She swings her trunk from
left to right. When she puts her feet on the ground. Definitely a great rhyming story; my and their favorite
page is the page where hippos are drinking apple juice. The kids were very talkative during this story, and I
definitely had to lower my voice to sometimes get their attention between rhyming couplets. One last song
before our last book! You can hear the lions roaring at the zoo, ROAR! You can hear the lions roaring, you
can hear the lions roaring You can hear the lions roaring at the zoo! Elephants trumpeting, zebra braying,
monkey eeking Credit: Luckily, we own the big book version of this one, so I was able to have all the kids
stand short ones walk towards the middle of the rug to see better, tall ones move to the sides while I held up
the book, panning back and forth and doing most of the motions with them. But for me and my kids, it was
time for the craft. They made lion masks that I found on my new favorite website, KidsSoup. Nothing beats
little ones running out of the program room roaring at one another.
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Chapter 3 : Handmade Animal Masks~ Make Your Own! | Zeke | Pinterest | Crafts, Animal masks and Craf
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Nets, boots, gloves, pail, plastic shovel or scoop, hay, pictures of animals and zoo keepers also stuffed
animals. Set out the materials. Children can pretend to be a zoo keepers working at the zoo and feeding the
animals. Books of different animals that are found in the zoo. Teachers ask children to write their own stories
of what the animals they will see at the zoo young children can just draw animals and then have them illustrate
it. After they have done that have them share their books with the class, if they would like. The students will
benefit from hearing the other stories as well as writing their own. The teacher should make the covers with 2
pieces of cardboard and glue the two edges together. Then have the children create a illustration on the cover.
Feathered Friends While studying farm animals Shauna R. Gold and orange yarn, and brown rice. Teachers
pre cut a duck for all of your children. Then give each child a handful of gold and orange yarn cut into small
pieces. The gold yarn is used for the beak of the duck. Then you use the orange yarn for the feet. The children
then spread glue over the rest of the ducks body, pouring rice over the glue. Pour enough to make a thick coat.
Dump the excess rice and BAM you have a feathered friend. I did the activity with my 3 and 4 year olds and
they loved using the rice to make a animal. A lot of them only thought of rice as a delicious meal item. Young
children can cut their own "Z" from yellow construction paper or it can be precut by adult. Brown construction
paper pieces are ripped by children and glued onto the "Z". Next, eyes and mouth are drawn with the marker.
Finally, clothes pins are clipped on bottom of the "Z" to make the legs of the giraffe. The children love making
this craft. Animal Face Sandwiches Children have fun creating animals for snack during this cool cooking
activity by Melody R. Try these sandwiches during circus and zoo themes or for national pet week. Bread,
peanut butter, raisins, pickles, carrots, plastic knives and a carrot grater. Let children make animal face
sandwiches for sanctum. Give them each a slice of whole wheat toast and have them spread on peanut butter.
Let them place raisins in the centers of their toast slices to make eyes and noses. Then give them thin slivers of
pickles to add for whiskers and grated carrots to sprinkle on for fur. Paper plates, orange, yellow, brown and
red yarn, yellow cotton balls, markers, crayons, glue and construction paper. Use the paper plate as the lions
head. Have the children draw and color the face of the lion. Cut out ears from construction paper and glue
them to the top of the paper plate. If desired, cut out the eyes of the lion, to make a mask! It can be used during
a circus or zoo theme. All children sit in a circle on the floor. One child gets up and imitates an elephant with
one arm dangling like a trunk, and the other arm dangling behind like a tail. The child then skips around the
circle while everyone sings: The friend stands behind the first child in the same position holding hands, as if
they are elephants in the circus. Everyone then continue to sing as the two elephants skip around them: Two
elephants went out one day, Upon a spiders web to play, They had such tremendous fun, That they called for
another elephant to come. This continues with each new elephant picking a friend until everyone is up. Then
everyone sings for example: Five elephants went out one day, Upon a spiders web to play, They had such
tremendous fun, But the web it broke and they all fell down. Everyone then falls to the floor. I have used this
song with the kids at my "nanny music" club which I run for nannies and their charges, and I also used it in the
nursery I managed in Edinburgh, Scotland. Adaptable for older children, who can play as a game of charades.
A bag of animal cookies. Teachers provide a bag of animal cookies and invite the children to take turns
pulling a cookie out of the bag. Younger children can act out the noise the animal makes or movements that
animal does. The other children get to guess what animal they have. Older children that understand charades
can act out the animal any way they need to. Children 8 and up can make it as a game of pictionary, using a
board or paper.
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Chapter 4 : Printable wild animal masks. Download easy to make mask templates now!
DIY printable wild animal masks. Download mask templates now! elephant mask for The Wrong Book simultaneous
read. Dress For Kids, Animal Face Mask, Wild.

Printable bunny masks Rabbit masks are perfect for Easter or spring. Choose from our pastel-colored bunny
masks or go with the plain one if you wish to color it yourself. Another way you can come up with a colored
bunny mask is to print out the plain bunny template on colored card stock. Add texture to your mask by gluing
materials such as felt or fabric for the ears, a pompom nose, and some cotton for a fluffy snout. Cat Masks
Printable cat masks We have three adorable cat masks that you can choose from. Besides these three, you can
check out the cat woman mask from our superhero mask templates. Color the masks with one plain color or
make some fur patterns with colored stripes or patches of color. Add some fun details like lashes, eye brows,
or a tongue. Dog Masks Printable dog masks Choose from any of these three cute puppy masks. Color them
after your favorite dog breed e. Add some fun details like a patch around the eye, some whiskers, or a hat or
bow on top of the head. Fox Mask Printable fox masks Red foxes are pretty popular but you can also color the
mask gray to make a silver or gray fox, light brown for a swift fox, or white to make an arctic fox. Lion Mask
Wear this mask as the King of the Jungle! This mask is terrific for jungle, zoo, safari, or circus-themed parties,
lessons, and activities. Monkey Mask Just like the lion mask, the monkey mask is great for jungle, zoo, or
circus-themed parties, lessons, and activities. Mouse Mask Color and wear our mouse mask to go with your
favorite mouse story. For those who need a colored mouse mask, we have them in three colors: Owl Mask
This owl half-mask is a pretty neat disguise. You can make it fancier by gluing on feathers and sequins. Panda
Mask Everyone loves this cuddly gentle giant from China. Wear the mask whenever you want to dress up as
your favorite panda character. Tiger Mask Dress up as the biggest cat in the world. Color your tiger mask with
the traditional orange with black stripes or perhaps go with the rare white tiger with black stripes. Crafts You
Might Like.
Chapter 5 : Preschool Activities for Animal Themes
Fox Mask. Printable fox masks. Red foxes are pretty popular but you can also color the mask gray to make a silver or
gray fox, light brown for a swift fox, or white to make an arctic fox.

Chapter 6 : Wild Animals (Born Free 3D Mask Books) on OnBuy
Easy Animal Masks- kids can feel more brave to try a new food when wearing a calendrierdelascience.comding to be an
animal. Find this Pin and more on Projects to Try by Liz Small. great tutorial for making these fun animal masks.

Chapter 7 : Wild Wild Whipsnade animal masks | Zoological Society of London (ZSL)
Wild Wild Whipsnade takes you and your kids on a journey of discovery, immersing the whole family in the sights and
sounds of awe-inspiring animals that once free roamed in this forgotten time. To get your kids in the mood for a really
wild day out, here's a selection of ready to print off and cut out masks.

Chapter 8 : Printable Animal Masks
There's now over masks (and counting) in the collection, including everything from Aardvarks and Zebras to Aliens and
Zombies! They're all available instantly, so you can get mask making straight away, and are designed to be quick and
simple to cut out from standard printer paper sizes.

Chapter 9 : Wild Animals! â€“ storytime katie
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Wizard of Oz masks, Cat In The Hat masks, Pig masks and Scary creature masks! From man's best friend to those
creatures that are wild, ferocious and feared by most people, animals completely surround us as human beings.
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